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Winter Newsletter 2017 
 

 

Economic Update 

 

Low Global interest rates continue to drive equity markets as many of the macro impediments to global 

growth have been removed or pushed into the future. According to the IMF- World growth is expected 

to rise from 3.5 percent in 2017 to 3.6 percent in 2018. Stronger activity, expectations of more robust 

global demand, reduced deflationary pressures, and optimistic financial markets are all upside 

developments. But structural impediments to a stronger recovery and a balance of risks that remains 

tilted to the downside, especially over the medium term, remain important challenges. 

 
 

  The projections above paint a picture of consistent albeit slow growth across the world.  Domestically, 

business confidence is strong, but business investment (ex China) still remains weak.  Unemployment 

has tracked downward but underemployment (those on part-time work looking for more work) remains 

high.  Job vacancies are trending downwards.  Wage growth remains muted globally, which explains the 

historically low inflation figures. 
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Unemployment Figures 

 
 

 

 

Since the GFC we have seen unprecedented amounts of monetary policy that has resulted in record low 

global rates.  Despite the amount of stimulus pumped into global markets inflation remains stubbornly 

low although we have seen a slow rise over the last 6 months. (See chart below) 

 

 
 

The questions is: - can inflation continue to rise despite of the end of Quantitative Easing (QE)?  The 

answer is likely to be yes, but very slowly.  Advancements in technology has already made some jobs 

redundant.  Wage increase pressure, despite strong employment numbers is lacklustre.  Many have 

argued that because of technology many workers are now “under-employed” i.e. can only find part-time 

work.  Looking forward this is likely to only get worse. 

In a discussion paper, by Colin Pohl (Startup 360), he argues that 47% of jobs in the United States are 

likely to become obsolete in the next 10-15 years.  There are counter arguments that technology also 

creates jobs but the lack of wage growth seems counterintuitive.  A study by Frey & Osbourne produced 

the following table.  In the last few years we have seen the huge changes in food service (think 

McDonald’s automated ordering counters) and retail (automated checkouts) which certainly back the 

study’s findings.  Rick Rieder, Investment CEO of funds management behemoth Blackrock told us 
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recently “Today, massive technological disruptions and long-term demographic trends are remaking the 

inflation landscape, and we believe both investors and policymakers need to abandon an overly rigid 

view of price change”  

 
What does this all mean?  If we are to live in a low interest rate world it means that equity and property 

valuations will and are being priced differently.  Looking at the S &P 500 presently, there have only 

been two times in history where valuations have been higher- 1929 & 2000. Neither ended well!  The 

only valuation that I can find that substantiates the current high levels is relative earnings. 

The below graph (Blackrock) shows that based on relative earnings yield (earnings per share divided by 

the share price, or the inverse of the price-to-earnings ratio) stocks are cheap. While in absolute terms 

they are extremely expensive. 

 

 

 
Former FED Chairman Dr. Allan Greenspan was recently quoted as being relaxed about the current 

equity risk premium, he is however, worried about how low the TIPS yield is. (Treasury Inflation-
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Protected Securities, or TIPS, provide protection against inflation because the principal to be repaid 

increases by the rate of inflation) Greenspan said "By any measure, real long-term interest rates are 

much too low and therefore unsustainable. When they move higher they are likely to move reasonably 

fast. We are experiencing a bubble, not in stock prices but in bond prices. This is not discounted in the 

marketplace,"  

In other words, every time the Fed lifts rates, shares will look more and more expensive unless earnings 

can increase at the same rate (unlikely). Those invested in long term bonds may face large losses.   

However given that QE is ending and core CPI in the US last quarter was weak, the US may lifts rates 

much slower than many anticipate- at least for the short term.  Economists continue to be surprised at 

how often they are surprised by weaker than expected numbers!  Therefore, if we continue to muddle 

along with slow economic growth, equities should continue to outperform bonds.  

 

China and the little Aussie battler. 

Given that the US is slowly lifting rates and Australia seems in a holding pattern likely to wander well 

into 2018, why is the Aussie dollar rallying?  In my opinion it has nothing to do with rhetoric from the 

RBA but all to do with increasingly bullish figures from China.  As the graph below from UBS shows it 

is Chinese imports that is most responsible for the Global Reflation we are currently seeing.  

 

 
Capital expenditure in China has picked up markedly in 2017 after 3 flat years. (First quarter up 5.6%). 

An analysis of the Capital Expenditure (Capex) shows that Capex is shrinking in areas with excess 

capacity such as steel, materials & Telecoms to essential manufacturing and consumer facing industries 

and therefore is likely to be far more sustainable.  Like most of Asia, due to our trade ties, strong 

economic figures in China will assist our local economy and dollar.  Unfortunately for us, a very strong 

dollar is not ideal.  Our goods and services become more expensive which is not helpful when we are 

looking to compete globally and create jobs, especially in large employment groups such as tourism and 

retail. 
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Conclusion 

The last 12 months have been good for equity investors and poor for conservative investors with interest 

rates so low.  The year ahead promises similar macro positions and therefore one would expect 

considerably better returns in equities than bonds.   Equity valuations in some markets are stretched and 

history shows that at some stage in the future there will be volatility.  At Hudson Gore we will continue 

to monitor conditions and advise accordingly.  As always if you have any queries do not hesitate to 

contact me. 

 

 

The premiums for my insurance increased significantly … again? 

 Ian Cameron 

 
Anyone with a personal insurance policy, and especially an income protection policy, would have 

noticed a significant hike in premiums recently.  The insurers claim that a higher than expected number 

of claims over the last five (yes 5!) years have contributed to this increase.  Income protection policies 

have seen much higher than ‘normal’ claim rates and hence the increases in some of these policies this 

year have been as high as 15%.  

It is hard to see any “upside” here really, isn’t it? 

Income Protection policies should be tax deductible so having the government pay for up to half the 

increase may soften the financial burden somewhat.  

I don’t wish to appear facile; we really do need to value the policies that we have.  The financial 

protection that these insurance policies offers us is only truly understood when we lodge a claim. Do you 

have a mortgage, other debts, kids at school or Uni and the like?  All of these lifestyle expenses 

sometime feel like they drain the life blood of your financial resources like a thirsty vampire.  If you 

were unable to work what would you do?  Your income protection policy is designed to provide a 

valuable cash flow when you simply cannot earn money.  How much is THAT worth? 

Speaking from someone on the other side of the desk to you, I have seen too many insurance claims for 

some quite tragic reasons.  The last issue that you need in a crisis is ‘do I have the money?’ 

 

Your insurance policies are there to give you some financial peace of mind at tough times. 

Yes, the insurance premium increases have been significant over recent years.  Please rethink the 

benefits that these policies provide you.  If you feel that the cost is simply becoming too much why not 

discuss that with your adviser and see if there is a way of restructuring your policy to lessen the cost … 

it’s a far better option that being without cover.  As always, we would welcome your call. 
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Accommodation Options:  As we age. 

 
Michael Gore 

 

 
 

 

There is some confusion “out there” about the different forms of accommodation available when you 

decide to sell the family home & downsize. Of course you can simply buy another smaller dwelling 

which you would own, however many people want assistance as they age and start asking questions 

about retirement villages, assisted care, aged care etc. and are not clear of the differences. 

This becomes more confusing when stories in the media (generally about disputes between residents and 

providers over money) toss around these terms as if they are all mean the same thing. They don’t. 

I have put together a table (below) outlining the difference between the two major forms of 

accommodation in retirement: Retirement Villages & Aged Care.  
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RETIREMENT VILLAGE  AGED CARE HOME  

Regulation  State Government 
Legislation  

Commonwealth Legislation  

Funding  Self-funded through 
residents payments, loans.  

Funding from C’wealth Govt 
&  residents’ fees 

Who decides who can live 
there?  

You decide – private 
contract between you and 
village  

Must be assessed by Aged 
Care Assessment Team 
(ACAT)  

Types of accommodation  *Self-care units  
*Serviced units  

*Ageing in Place 
*‘Extra services’ – specific to 
facility 

Initial payment  Initial payment Entry 
Contribution: 
*private contractual 
arrangement  
*amounts vary from village 
to village. 
*some villages offer rental 
units for people who can’t 
afford to pay  

Accommodation Payments: 
*accommodation fee for all 
residents –(is not a 
purchase price) 
*some homes have fully 
supported places for people 
who have less than the 
specified amount of assets  

Are there ongoing fees & 
charges?   

Yes: 
*fees vary with services & 
facilities at the village  

Yes:  
*basic daily care fee for all 
plus for some people:  
*means tested daily care 
fee  
*‘extra service’ daily fee  

Tenure  Most common:  
*Loan/License  
*Company title 
*Leasehold  
*Strata title  
*Rental   

Security of Place as 
specified by The Aged Care 
Act 1997 Security of Tenure 
as specified in The Aged 
Care Act 1997  

Leaving  Departure Fee or Deferred 
Management Fee  
*Other contractual 
payments  

Refund of Accommodation 
Fee - i.e. lump sum 
refundable accommodation 
payment 

Rights  Residents’ Rights under RV 
Act 1999 & Regulations 
2009  

Charter of Residents’ Rights 
and Responsibilities, in The 
Aged Care Act 1997  
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The rules governing these are completely different & should be understood by residents before going in. 

I can understand the confusion because the providers are often the same entities and they often exist on 

the same property (side by side).    

The main difference are:  

 Retirement Village entry is a contract between you & the provider whereas Aged Care is 

governed by Commonwealth rules. 

 Retirement villages are open to anyone … generally over 55 years whereas Aged Care is 

restricted to those who have reached a certain level of impairment. 

The financials of both are complex and help should be sought if you or a loved one are contemplating 

residing there. 

 

 

Home Care 
The other area that has a good deal of news recently is where people opt not to leave their home & 

instead receive care in the family home.  

Aged Care is divided into two main areas; 

1. Residential Care 

2. Home Care 

Over the past 10 -20 years reforming Residential care has been the Commonwealth Government’s focus. 

Recently however the government has switched that focus to home care. There has always been a form 

of home care but it was generally limited to not for profit (church, community groups) providing low 

cost minimal care. This has now changed. 

 

How does it Work? Home Care Packages 

The Home Care Packages Program helps you live independently in your own home for as long as you 

can. The Commonwealth now provides a subsidy to an approved home care provider towards a package 

of care & services to meet your needs.  

Like Residential care there is now an assessment process to work out the level of care required. During 

the assessment it will be determined if you are eligible for a home care package and which package level 

best meets your care needs. There are four levels: 
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 Level 1 - basic care needs 

 Level 2 - low-level care needs 

 Level 3 - intermediate care needs 

 Level 4 - high-level care needs. 

Each level of home care packages provides a different subsidy amount. This amount is paid to your 

selected approved home care provider. The subsidy contributes to the total cost of your services and 

care delivery. It is expected that you will contribute to the cost of your care where your personal 

circumstances allow. 

Note: the “package” is to you NOT the provider. 

 Costs 

Your income assessment will determine if you need to pay: 

1. a basic daily fee (17.5% of the single person rate of the basic age pension) 

2. an income-tested care fee (if your income is over a certain amount) 

Your service provider may ask you to pay: 

1. a basic daily fee (which everyone can be asked to pay) 

2. an income-tested care fee (worked out by the Department of Human Services) 

3. Additional fees for additional care or services not covered by your home care package. 

 

Example: 

Margaret receives a level 4 home care package, the government provide $134 a day of funding and as a 

full pensioner Margaret pays the basic daily fee of $10.10 a day – in total this gives her $52,593 a year 

to allocate towards her care. In addition she pays a top-up of $100 a week which provides grocery 

shopping, meals in her home, transport her to medical appointments or to one of her regular catch-ups 

at the local golf club. 

 

 

Last year, more than 1.3 million Australians received aged care; about 82 per cent of those people 

received aged care at home. By the end of 2017, the number of Home Care Packages available will 

increase by nearly 30,000.  

People will be able to shop around to compare and choose their preferred provider, and to change 

providers at any time. This new flexibility will also enable consumers to relocate and have their care 

package move with them, which is a big improvement on the current situation. Moving frequently may 

be expensive though – providers can charge exit fees, as long as they are disclosed in advance. 

While they are called Home Care Packages, the fact is that these services are delivered into suburban 

houses, caravan parks, retirement communities, granny flats and many other living arrangements – 

basically anywhere someone calls home.  
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Summary  

Growing old has financial (as well as emotional) speedbumps to contend with. One of the main ones 

being “where will I live as I grow old?” There are now a lot of choices but those choices come at a cost 

and must be affordable to you. As always it is best to seek financial advice before you make a decision 

you will regret.  

 

 

Hudson Gore Golf Day 2017. 

 

Another great day with lots of laughs.  Congratulations to 2017 winners Bruce Payne, Owen Donnelly, 

Michael Smith & Todd Playdell. 
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